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quantities, and the item of cost isliiriportanttso farastthe» 1 
containers ‘themselves are concerned, _ 
However, it often happens that it is impracticahfors 

2 773 521}, consumersand users to handle large sizestock- bottles or 
v t t ,7‘ ’ >4 , ‘ ‘I 5 containers. This relates particularly to travelers, and 

COUPLING FOR'SJQUEEZE'BQTTLES especially'those using airplanes, where luggage:space'is.~ 
limited and at a premium. 7 

_ _ I Furthermore, with the advent of plastic collapsiblefbot 
Application Mal'ch‘ls' 1954; SerihrN01’4135567‘ tles as distinguished from those made of glass, such plastic - 

t . I I , _ s 10 types have increased greatly in demand,‘ and here again, - 
6 Chums’ ((1141 5) the problem of providing a squeeze-typebottle- of atrela- '_ 

tively small'size, and at a‘relatively small'cost to the 
ultimate consumer, is'important. 

t _ _ _ _ t The receptacle 10 can therefore b'eof larger size and-of - 

Thls lhvehtloh relates to en" lmpmved' eohphhg 'f°1' ’ 15 glass or even of metal, and can be provided with the-usual 
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squeeze"b0ttles;"and ‘ha's'fo'r one‘of its ‘principal objects Clbsure element, cap or stoppel. 12. 
thepwvlslonot a 51mph’, e?i'CIEHt‘PHd easlly'ohel'atedj The smaller re?llable plastic squeeze-type container‘ 
device- for re-?lling a squeeze-type dispenser-container-of adapted, to be, used in accordancetwithnthe prtnciplttsv of. 

r‘ llqulds‘bythe c9nsumerforrguse- _ _ this invention is illustrated at 14, this also’ being ?tted’. 
One of the important'lobjects ofithis invention is'to'v 20 withrga removablelcap or closure 16 ‘ 

provide meahs wherqby airelahvelyiarge size stock m- For distribution purposes, the-two containers 10 and, 
tainer’of various liquids, can ‘be used to re?ll‘smaller‘con; 14 may bepackaged as atsingle unit in a container 718, _ 
tainers; particularly those-ofvthe typeeknownias squeeze which may be ‘of some transparent material, and in the 
bottles‘ The hqulfis emPloyed' can he of many types, but’ same container, there is provided the'coupling 20 where 
the invention is directed more especially to those in‘ the 25 by the two receptacles can be connectedtfor a ready 
cosmFuc and drug; line? such as‘shaYmg muons/Perfumes" transfertof liquid or the like from-thelarger-stock bottle 
rubbmg'alcf’hoh hmments and the’hke? _ _ _ of rigid material to the smaller and ‘lighter- bottle or’con- 
Another important object of the invention ‘is to provide ‘ tamer 14 of resilient orplastic matgriall 

a léak'pmot: cquhling wherein the’ stock liq-hid cfintaimir 30 This ‘smaller and ‘more’ readily transferable containerv 
can he readlly'lolhed to the "Squeeze-type‘ 'dlsPehslhg @011" 14 is illustrated in more detail in Figure '2, and is _pro-‘ 
taillel' fol‘ I‘e?HiHEPUI'POSeSI' _ _ vided with a restricted exteriorly ‘screw-threaded neck, 22 ~ 
Yet ahothehohleet of'the ihvehtiohll'eletee'to'the'Par' whereby the closure 16 can be readily applied and as’ 

ticular type of coupling which is'interiorlythreaded‘so‘as readily removed_ 
to be readily ?tted to the two containers or bottles, or The neck 22 can be provided with a relatively wide. 
wherein a‘stock liquid container with'fem‘ale threads can 35 outlet, but as the, liquids contained in these receptacles 
he used with the ‘Squeeze bottle, thereby eliminating the are ordinarily used intrelatively small-quantitiesza dis-. 
heeesslty'of a couphhg- _ _ pensing. gasket 24 is affixed at the outlet of the- neck 22 ' 

Other and, further important objectsofw the invention and preferably sealed in position. This gasket or disc" 
Willbe apparent from the disclosures in the ‘accompanying 40 24 is provided with a Small central Opening26 for. liquid. 
drewihgahdfohowihg speei?eatioh- dispensing purposes, and this perforated disc assist-s in 
The invention, in a preferred'form, is illustrated :in the the liquid ,transferringtgpera?on_ 

drawings and "hereinafter more fully described- For such a liquidtransferring operation‘, the coupling‘, 
In the dfawlngs? ' _ 26, which may be of any suitabletmaterial, such/as rub 
Figure'l is a persnec?vqvlew of ‘a Package whiehfm“ 45 her, plastic or metal, is employedto connect the stock-i 

cludes a relatively large size stock bottle or container." bottle 10 to the dispensing or Squeeze bottle 14; as_;best. 
for a particular liquid, lotion or the like, and a relatively Shown in Figure 4_ 
smaller sized bottle of a collapsible or plastic material, Assuming that the dispensing or Squeeze bottle 14 is 
and the coupling for joining the two bottles or containers empty or nearly so, the conngcted containers are then 
fol‘ re?lling the Smelter one 50 held in the position shown in Figure 4, and the collapsible 

Figure 2 is a Shghtly enlarged sectional View of the container 14 is compressed inwardly as shown by the 
squeeze-type bottle, and illustrates the same with the im- Zigzag arrows in the ?gure’ expelling some of its con 
Proved attachment of this invention thereoh- tained air by compression through the opening 26 in the 

Figure 3 is a Sectional View of the specially designed disc or gasket 24, which air Will then rise to the top of 
coupling, which is for the purpose of the re?lling Opera- 55 the stock bottle or container 10. Upon release of pres 
tion and connects the eohtalhers- sure ‘on the collapsible or plastic container 14, also as 

Figure 4 is a Sectional View Showing the larger Stock indicated by the zig-zag arrows, droplets of the liquid 
liquid container connected by the eehphhg to the smaller 36 will be expelled from the upper container through the 
wheeze-type container and hlhstl'atlhg the PmeesS of Te‘ opening 26 into the lower container, and this will be 
?lhhg- _ _ 60 expedited by reason of the fact that air under compres 

Figure 5 is a View Somewhat slmilal‘ t0 Flgufefh hut sion is in the bottle it) and a slight vacuum will prelimi 
illustrating a slightly modl?ed form of the invention. narily exist in the bottle 14. The liquid 30 will then be 

Figure 6 is a side elevation of a Special tYPe of closure transferred in a desired quantity to the smaller container, 
01‘ Stopper adaPted for use with the Stock container of as indicated in the ?gure, whereupon the smaller container 
Figure 5- _ 65 can be employed for subsequent dispensing operations, 

Figure 7 illustrates Z111 edaptahoh- and at the same time providing a more readily manipu 
AS Shewh in the drawlhgs; lated package and one which is not subject to breakage 
The reference numeral 10 indicates generally a stock or Win not be bulky in handling or transportation 

container for the purpose of holding a liquid such as a In Figures 5 and 6, a Slightly modi?ed form of the 
Shaving lotion, Perfume of the like- such containers ofdi' 70 invention is illustrated, wherein a stock bottle 40 is pro 
narily comprise the most economical manner of marketing vided, of usual size and shape, but with its neck 42 in 
the contents because the customer purchases in larger teriorly screw-threaded for the normal reception of a 
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correspondingly screw-threaded closure or stopper 44. 
Such a stopper is illustrated in Figure 6. 
The squeeze bottle 46 is of smaller size than the stock 

bottle 40, and is provided with a restricted exteriorlyv 
screw-threaded neck 48 which is of such dimensions and 
proportions that it can be readily ?tted into the interiorly 
screw-threaded neck 42 of the stock bottle 40. 

Instead of the perforated disc or gasket 24 of the bottle 
14, a more restricted passage or opening 50 is provided 
in the neck 48 of the squeeze bottle 46, whereby only a 
relatively small quantity of the liquid 60 can be dis 
pensed, and this restricted opening 50 facilitates the trans 
fer of the liquid 60 from one container to the other by 
reason of the alternate compressing and releasing opera 
tion previously described. 

It will be evident that herein is disclosed the concept 
of a close system of liquid transfer through a very small 
opening by simple control of pressure changes within 
the system. Pressure increases inside the entire system 
and consequent expulsion of air from the squeeze-type 
dispensing container are effected by manual compression 
of theplastic resilient smaller container. Pressure de 
creases and returns to approximate atmospheric pressure 
inside the system, and resultant liquid transfer from the 
larger stock liquid container to the smaller plastic dis 
pensing container are eifected by release of pressure on 
the resilient container, and this is especially true when the 
system is held in such a position so that the stock liquid 
container is inverted. 
The fundamental principles described in the above man 

ner of liquid transfer can be extended to a system utilizing 
a stock liquid container with female threads replacing 
the standard exteriorly threaded container, and such will 
eliminate the necessity of the coupling, provided of course 
that the neck of the ?exible dispensing container is ex 
teriorly screw-threaded so as to accommodate itself and 
snugly ?t into the interiorly screw-threaded ‘neck of the 
stock container. 
As shown in Figure 7, the cap 12 of the larger bottle 10 

can be dispensed with, and the coupling 20, together with 
the stopper 44 used as a permanent closure element for 
the stock bottle 10. In that event, the coupling 20, as 
shown in Figure 1, can be omitted from the kit. 

I am aware that many changes may be made and 
numerous details of construction varied throughout a wide 
range without departing from the principles of this in 
vention, and I therefore do not purpose limiting the 
patent granted hereon otherwise than as necessitated by 
the prior art. 
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I claim as my invention: 
1. A coupling for stock containers and squeeze bottles 

whereby the latter may be re?lled from the stock con 
tainer, said coupling comprising a unitary tubular ele 
ment interiorly and reversely screw-threaded at its ends 
to accommodate the correspondingly exteriorly screw 
threaded necks of the respective stock and squeeze bottles, 
the outer end of the squeeze bottle neck having a restricted 
opening, said restricted opening comprising perforated 
‘disc mounted on the outer end of the squeeze bottle 
neck, said disc mounting comprising a liquid and air 
tight sealing relationship and an exteriorly screw threaded 
closure element for the stock bottle.‘ 

2. A method of transferring liquids from a stock bot 
tle to a squeeze-type dispensing container, comprising 
connecting the bottles by a coupling, compressing the 
squeeze bottle to provide a pressure within the connected 
system and expel air from the squeeze bottle into the 
stock container, and thence releasing pressure on the 
squeeze bottle, whereby liquid is transferred from the 
stock bottle to the squeeze bottle by reason of a higher 
than atmospheric pressure in the stock bottle, and a lower 
than atmospheric pressure in the squeeze bottle. 

3. A method as described in claim 2, wherein the 
coupling comprises a third element of tubular shape in 
teriorly screw-threaded at each end to receive the necks 
of the stock and dispensing containers. 

4. A method as described in claim 2, wherein the 
coupling comprises an interiorly screw-threaded neck for 
the stock bottle, and an exteriorly screw-threaded neck 
for the squeeze bottle. 

5. A method as described in claim 4, wherein a re-‘ 
stricted passageway is provided in the squeeze bottle neck. 

6. A method as described in claim 4, wherein a disc 
having a restricted perforation therein is mounted on the 
outer end of the neck of the squeeze bottle. 
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